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Diversity Results 2017

Argonon for
Everyone:
One year on
level we have seen
an increase in female
representation as well as
numbers of individuals
from Black, Asian and
ethnic minority groups –
but there’s still a wealth
of diverse talent out there
waiting to be tapped and a
lot more to be done.

W

ith the launch of
our Argonon for
Everyone campaign in
September 2016, we
committed to a series of
diversity goals. One year
on, we’re able to report on
our progress against these
goals and to review and
report on our objectives
and processes to ensure
we deliver on our diversity
targets by 2020.
As a group, we’ve made
great progress, with
increased numbers of
representation of BAME
and disabled staff as well
as females. At executive
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Our results
2017
Argonon diversity targ

In-house diversity

LGBT numbers from 29% to
Objective To provide clear, 22.5%. After hitting our staff
measurable and accountable LGBT target of 6% we’ve
now increased it to 15%.
targets for our staff diversity.
Lessons learnt Although
The results We have
we’ve made a great progress
recorded an increase in
1.5%
with
BAME and female
BAME, disabled and female
13%across all
staff and a significant rise LBGTrepresentation
10.5%
staff and leaders, we know
in female representation
15%
there is still improvement
at executive level, which
needed in other
increased by 24.5% to
13% areas. We’re
16%
focussed
on
ensuring
we
53.5%. There has also been
BAME
17.50%of both
increase the number
a 7% increase of BAME
disabled staff and20%
leaders
representation within the
in Argonon. Although
executive team to 31%. Our
19% we’ve
only 4%
seen a slight increase in
biggest task is to increase
Disability
BAME
staff representation,
our numbers of leaders with
4.5%
we are6%
confident we will
a disability, and we’ve seen
a slight fall in executive level reach our 2020 target.

BriteSpark Films

Argonon diversity targets

Staff diversity survey
results 2017
Female
1.5%

It’s my continued aim for
us to be a leading example
among media groups,
working collaboratively
with others in the industry
to make our teams more
diverse and produce
content that truly reflects
the world we now live in.

LBGT

Male
13%
16%
17.50%
20%

BAME
Mutiny
Windfall Films
Restoring Glory
Leopard USA

To do this I need your help.
Together, we can make
a difference. I’m looking
forward to the journey
with you.

Disability

13%
10.5%
15%

4%
4.5%
6%

19%

Female

49%
45%
44.5%
50%

Male
The Snake Skin Woman:
Extraordinary People
Transparent TV

National statistics
Argonon 2016
Argonon 2017
Aim by 2020

51%
54%
55.5%
50%

Best regards
James Burstall
Chief Executive Officer
Argonon

4
45%
44.5

National statistics
Argonon 2016
Argonon 2017
Aim by 2020
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Diamond diversity
monitoring

Objective Working with the
Creative Diversity Network
and UK broadcasters
to deliver and create
high awareness of, and
commitment to, the effective
collection of diversity data
using Diamond.
The results To help
achieve our diversity targets
both on and off-screen, each
of the companies within
Argonon Group identified
Diamond Champions who
completed Diamond Training
with the Indie Training Fund.
They are now ensuring
everyone in the company
is familiar with Diamond
and the requirements for
all programme contributors
to provide data. They also
explain why diversity matters
to both the company and
the industry and understand

Fifteen to One
Remedy
Productions
4
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the data protection issues
involved. All agreement
templates have been
updated with the Diamond
clauses for all engagements.
Lessons learnt With the
high number of freelancers
employed on productions,
we will continually review
our Diamond Champions’
training. We are aiming to
continue working closely
with broadcasters to ensure
we submit diversity data
on our programmes. The
broadcasters have been
discussing the
principle
of them

Female
representation
at executive
level
increased
by 24.5%

The results Currently it is
difficult to determine which
programmes meet both the
on and off-screen guidelines
set by the broadcasters.
Lessons learnt As the
diversity data on our
programmes is not readily
Commissioning
available from broadcasters
diversity
we’ll need to work closely
guidelines
with them or consider
Objective To ensure all new building a system to report
commissioned programmes
on this internally. This will
in every genre work towards
allow us to react on the areas
increasing diverse talent
where we’re required to meet
participation both on
the guidelines.
and off-screen.
releasing the results of
data related to individual
programmes and it would
be instructive for Argonon
to see diversity results of
our programmes. This is in
discussion within Argonon.

What The Yuck
BriteSpark Films

Social mobility
recruitment

Objective To increase
applications from candidates
who identify themselves
as coming from a socially
disadvantaged background.
The results In 2017,
17.5% of our workforce
disclosed that their
household received income
support during their school
years, 18.1% received free
school meals and 36.5%
disclosed that their parents
or guardians didn’t complete
a university degree course
Specialist
or equivalent.
recruitment
Lessons learnt
of staff with
To assess the sociodisabilities
economic background
Objective Increase the
of applicants, the Social
number of candidates with
Mobility Foundation
disclosed disabilities who are recommended including
interviewed for job vacancies. five social mobility questions
The results In 2017,
as part of the electronic
the number of staff who
diversity monitoring survey
disclosed a disability
we are looking to make
increased from 4% to 4.5%.
available to all applicants.
These statistics, however,
We are working closely
are not a reflection of
with the Social Mobility
disabled candidates applying Foundation to offer staff
or who are successful in the
the opportunity to join their
interview process.
mentoring programme.
Lessons learnt Argonon
The 2017 survey has
is to review its recruitment
shown Argonon employees
process which will include
have a broad representation
making an electronic diversity of socio-economic
monitoring survey available
backgrounds. However,
to all candidates across
there is still work to do
the group at all locations.
to better understand the
This will allow us to identify
make-up of the applicants
diversity characteristics of
and candidates who
applicants and new joiners in are applying for roles
a particular year.
within Argonon.
Argonon for Everyone
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White Kid, Brown Kid
Windfall Films

Britain’s
Forgotten Army
Transparent TV

Head-hunter
diversity
commitment

Objective To substantially
increase the diversity of
proposed candidates.
The results Head-hunters
and agencies are briefed on
our diversity commitment.
However, they are used
less for recruiting production
staff and more regularly for
permanent core business
recruitment such as finance
and admin positions.
Lessons learnt We have
found few of the agencies
and head-hunters we use
show commitment to our
diversity strategies. We
would like to invest in
additional resources and
request a written declaration
6
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to confirm all roles will be
advertised, stating which
ethnic minorities are underrepresented at that level
of post, and that we would
encourage applications from
members of those groups.
Appointments will still be
based on merit alone.

Executive and
board diversity
review process

Objective To report and
review progress against
key diversity goals by the
Argonon executive team
and board.
The results Argonon’s
Creative Management
meetings have been a great
platform to communicate
diversity achievements

meetings, with set feedback
to action. More resources are
needed to ensure initiatives
are actioned promptly.

Nightmare Tenants
Slum Landlords
BriteSpark Films

and initiatives and receive
feedback. As a result we’ve
added a diversity section to
our website, reviewed and
implemented Argonon’s
Equal Opportunities and
Diversity Policies and
changed the diversity
monitoring surveys to
include reporting categories
relevant to location.
Lessons learnt Diversity
will be added to the agenda
for the Executive and Board

Diversity
reporting

Objective To report
annually on our diversity
goals and the impact of
our initiatives.
The results In December
2017, Argonon released
its annual report, updating
progress against the
initiatives set for 2017
and announcing its plans
for 2018.
Lessons learnt We will
continue to report on key
achievements, lessons
learned and our priorities
on an annual basis.

Diversity: The
next generation
Callum Akass
Development
Assistant,
Leopard Pictures
I’m massively grateful
to be one in what’s now
a long line of Argonon’s
Creative Access recruits.
Fighting against a
culture of unpaid
internships, Creative
Access continues to
do incredible work for
young people from
BAME backgrounds
who are starting out in
the creative industries –
despite the government
pulling its funding

earlier this year. With
organisations like
Creative Access so
embattled, it’s more vital
than ever that companies
like Argonon stay
committed to promoting
diversity in all its forms
in our industry.
Argonon for Everyone
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Argonon’s
goals
for 2018
We will continue to focus
on our current objectives
for 2020 and transfer
our efforts onto the
following areas:

Increase BAME
1
representation
at staff level

Objective Our executive
level BAME representation is
currently 31% up from 24%,
while numbers of our whole
workforce from a BAME
background rose from 16%
to 17.5%. We aim to reach
20% by 2020.
How Refocus our
recruitment strategy,
advertising relevant positions
with a statement that ethnic
minorities are currently
under-represented at staff
level, and that we would
encourage applications.
Appointments will still be
based on merit alone.
We will also continue to work
with Creative Access to give
graduate interns from BAME
backgrounds the opportunity
for paid placements.
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Monitoring
3
diversity during
recruitment

MTV
Remedy
Productions

Objective To identify the
diversity and social mobility
characteristics of applicants
and new joiners.
How Argonon will review
recruitment processes to
better understand the
make-up of the applicants.
We are looking to make
an electronic diversity
monitoring survey available
to all applicants. We will
continue to focus on our
current initiatives, including
recruitment of staff with
disabilities, social mobility
recruitment and our headhunter diversity commitment.

Raise disability
2
awareness and
progression
Objective To increase
disability representation of
staff and leaders to 6%.
How We will refocus
our recruitment strategy
for disabled staff and
communicate that this is
currently considered an
under-represented group
within the company. We will
also review the recruitment
process across the group
which will include making
an electronic diversity
monitoring survey available
to all candidates at all
locations. This will allow
the company to identify
diversity characteristics of
applicants and new joiners
in a particular year. We will
also launch a Wellness
Awareness Campaign with
the focus on mental health
in the workplace. As part of
this, Argonon is seeking to
provide staff and freelancers
access to an Employee
Assistance Programme.

Ongoing
4
agenda for
the Board and
Celebrity
Fifteen To One
Remedy
Productions

Diverse Leadership

We’re delighted to announce
that Transparent’s CEO, Jazz
Gowans, has been featured
as one of The TV Collective’s
Top 60 BAME Leaders in the
UK. The list aims to project
the wealth of experienced
diverse talent and their
contribution to the UK’s
TV industry. “I’m thrilled to
have been chosen to be part
of the list,” says Jazz.
“I hope this list gets bigger
and bigger every year!”

Production
Managers

Objective To report and
review progress against key
diversity goals by the Board
and Production Managers.
How More focussed
feedback on initiatives is
required from the Board.
We are looking to work with
Production Managers and/
or Diamond Champions to
gather data on individual
programmes. Resources are
needed to ensure initiatives
are communicated and
actioned effectively. We will
continue to focus on this
in our executive and board
diversity review process.
Argonon for Everyone
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